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How is Fast Fashion Hurting the Environment and Why Should We Support Sustainable Brands?
“More than 60 percent of fabric fibers are now synthetics, derived from fossil fuels, so if
and when our clothing ends up in a landfill (about 85 percent of textile waste in the United States
goes to landfills or is incinerated), it will not decay” (Schlossberg). “Apparel and footwear
production currently accounts for 8.1 percent of global greenhouse gas emissions” (Chua). Take
a second to think about these statistics. In 2018, the United Nations found that the fashion and
textile industry produced 1.8 billion tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions annually. In
comparison, this is “more than those of all international flights and maritime shipping combined”
and that “sector emissions are expected to rise by more than 60 percent by 2030” (“Fashion
Industry” UN). After some quick math, in ten years that will be 2.9 billion tonnes of emissions
every year. The UN has also stated that we have just about a decade until climate change is
irreversible (“Only 11 Years”). If greenhouse gas emissions from the fashion industry are
projected to increase in this time, any hope we have in saving our planet is to stop feeding into
the fast fashion world and begin to support sustainable options.
What is Fast Fashion?
Fast fashion is the high-speed production of trendy clothing that will be worn a few
times, before being tossed because it is out of style. Oftentimes it replicates high fashion styles
right off the runway for just a fraction of the price. As a result, the quality of the clothing is much
poorer, giving it just another reason to be discarded. In Fashionopolis: The Prices of Fast
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Fashion and the Future of Clothes, Dana Thomas dives into the world of fast fashion. She
explains the target of fast fashion: gen z and millennials. She notes:
Fast fashion’s target audience is young—eighteen to twenty-four years old, a
demographic that doesn’t hold on to clothing purchases for very long. According to
research by the retail consultancy Kurt Salmon, one-third of these shoppers buy a fashion
item every fortnight, and 13 percent indulge once a week. They order online, and of the
younger slice—the eighteen- to twenty-year-olds—20 percent want same-day delivery.
They don the item immediately and pose for selfies, which they post on Instagram or
Snapchat. Then they toss it, donate it, or resell it and go shopping some more. (Thomas
71)
Thomas also exposes some of the biggest fast fashion brands, including Zara, H&M, and Forever
21. One of the leading brands in the fast fashion industry is Zara. Amancio Ortega Gaona is the
founder and former head of Inditex, Zara’s parent company. Ortega learned that if he produced,
stocked, and sold clothes quickly, then his profits would increase greatly (62). Zara led the fast
fashion world and, “Ortega’s competitors, such as Gap, Urban Outfitters, H&M, and Benetton,
took notice. Like Zara, they swiped silhouettes from top-tier fashion houses, reinterpreted them
in lesser fabrics, and offered them at bargain prices to the middle-market consumer” (63). Forbes
has declared Ortega the sixth wealthiest man in the world, with a net worth of $67.3 billion
(“Amancio Ortega”). His wealth can be directly attributed to his success from Zara’s lead in the
fast fashion industry.
What Makes Fast Fashion Harmful?
The nature of fast fashion is directly hurting the planet. “Fabric would be woven and
dyed in one locale, cut in another, sewed in a third, with zippers and buttons attached in a fourth.
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And finishing touches—denim distressing, embroidery—were executed in yet another land.
Nearly every step was—and is—contracted or subcontracted; few fashion companies own their
factories” (Thomas 70). With every step of the production process in a different location, the
transportation of the fabric and garments contributes to the rising climate. Companies prefer to
use cargo ships to transport materials because it is cheaper than air (70). However, these ships
produce many air pollutants and high levels of carbon dioxide.
Not only do these clothes get shipped from factory to factory, but working conditions are
horrible within these factories and sweatshops. In 2017, the Los Angeles fashion industry made
about $42 billion, with 45,000 workers making clothing in LA:
About half were on the books and paid at least the California minimum wage […] The
other half were undocumented, sewing garments for US-based brands in clandestine
factories for as little as $4 an hour. No overtime. No health benefits. Horrendous
conditions. Yet the large, middle-market brands who source from these sweatshops
herald that their apparel is “Made in the USA,” as if such a statement automatically
confers authenticity and integrity, as well as a superior quality, to clothes produced
offshore. (Thomas 77-78)
The physical characteristics of these factories can be described as low lit, with linoleum
flooring, broken windows, rotting wood, and crumbling walls (75). When you purchase a cute,
trendy top online from a Los Angeles boutique that is “made right in LA”, you are most likely
supporting brands that break labor laws and provide poor working conditions for their workers.
In April 2013, a large eight story building in Bangladesh collapsed, killing over 1,000
people and injuring another 2,500. This building housed clothing factories and a shopping plaza.
After the accident, it was found that the top four floors were built without permits. This disaster
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opened the world’s eyes to the fashion industry and faults within their factories. “The garment
industry in Bangladesh was fraught with problems when the building collapse happened. Fires
often broke out at factories, and workers complained about not getting paid” (Moriarty qtd. in
Epatko). As a result, the Alliance for Bangladesh Worker Safety and the Accord on Fire and
Building Safety in Bangladesh were created, both composed of western countries and companies,
with intentions to inspect factories. “Since the collapse, inspections at 1,600 garment factories
under the Accord revealed more than 130,000 safety problems, including electrical and structural
integrity issues and a lack of safe fire exits” (Epatko). And while the Alliance and the Accord
may have repaired, improved, or shut down any factories with affiliates to the western world, the
smaller factories that are controlled by the Bangladeshi government are still in trouble. These
factories have yet to be inspected, and still have people working in dangerous conditions
(Epatko). The Rana Plaza collapse was a huge wake up call for people around the world to start
paying attention to what goes on behind the scenes of the clothes that they are wearing.
Designers Fighting Fast Fashion
In the 1990s, Stella McCartney was one of the first designers to advocate for sustainable
fashion. According to Thomas, “McCartney has always conceived and produced clothes and
accessories that are “animal-free,” meaning no leather, no fur. Her supply chains are transparent
and traceable. Her stores are built with recyclable materials and many are powered ecologically”
(287). However, she did receive a lot of backlash from critics claiming that petroleum based faux
leather was worse than the genuine leather. “‘Bull,’ said McCartney. ‘Livestock production is
one of the major causes of . . . global warming, land degradation, air and water pollution, and
loss of biodiversity,’ she shot back, with more than fifty million animals farmed and slaughtered
each year just to make handbags and shoes. Conventional leather tanning employs heavy metals
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such as chromium, which results in waste that is toxic to humans” (Thomas 293-294). In 2010,
McCartney stopped using polyvinyl chloride (PVC) in her designs. “In fashion, it is used for
transparent shoe heels, vinyl raincoats, synthetic patent leather, and the flexible tubing inside
handbag handles. But it is a known carcinogen, and when it biodegrades, it releases poisons into
the soil and water table” (297). In 2014, McCartney declared she would stop sourcing rayon
from suppliers that logged in endangered and ancient forests, including rainforests (302). And in
2016, McCartney stopped using virgin cashmere, and instead started using regenerated cashmere
from leftover scraps. Her goal is to be able to only use organic cotton by 2025 (304).
Many companies and designers, including Stella McCartney, banded together in 2019 to
form the G7 Fashion Pact. “The Fashion Pact is a global coalition of companies in the fashion
and textile industry...including their suppliers and distributors, all committed to a common core
of key environmental goals in three areas: stopping global warming, restoring biodiversity and
protecting the oceans” (The Fashion Pact). Originally with 32 signatories, it now has over 60,
covering about 200 brands, including companies such as Adidas, Hermes, Chanel, Nike,
Nordstrom, Gap Inc., Stella McCartney, and Ralph Lauren. The goal of the Fashion Pact is to
cooperatively create a more sustainable fashion industry today before it becomes too late (The
Fashion Pact).
Sustainable Options for the Future
There are many ethical and sustainable fashion brands working to fight the fast fashion
industry. Some of these brands include Patagonia, Pact, Eileen Fisher, Kotn, Reformation, and
Levi’s (“35 Ethical and Sustainable Clothing Brands”). Many of these brands use recycled
materials and ethically sourced organic cotton and stand for fair wage and labor. The idea of a
closed loop system is important because “products are designed, manufactured, used and handled
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so as to circulate within society for as long as possible, with maximum usability, minimum
adverse environmental impacts, minimum waste generation, and with the most efficient use of
water, energy and other resources throughout their lifecycles” (“The Issues: Waste”). Rental
programs, such as Rent the Runway, have become more popular. Rather than spending hundreds
of dollars for a piece you may only wear once and feeding the production industry, you can rent
it for a cheaper price while being environmentally friendly. There are also online luxury
consignment stores, like The RealReal. Donation and thrift store shopping is also becoming more
popular, with thrifting and upcycling clothes being “trendy”. Another good idea is to sell used
clothes that are no longer worn. There are many online platforms and apps to use, such as
Poshmark, DePop, thredUP, and eBay.
With the closed loop system, there are less clothes being produced and a lower demand
for the production of them. This lowers the greenhouse gas emissions and the environmental
impact fast fashion has. As a consumer, it is important to understand the impact of shopping at
stores that support the fast fashion industry. Buying brand new clothes that are in style may look
good, but it is only increasing production and thus increasing the negative effects of the industry.
Instead, try paying attention to sustainable brands and options. They produce high quality
materials and low greenhouse gas emissions, all while still being just as fashionable.
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